Social Media Bootcamp for K Scholars
CTSI piloted its first Social Media Bootcamp for Scientists and Researchers with its K Scholars and guest UCSF communicators. GeriPal bloggers Eric Widera, MD, and Alexander Smith, MD, MPH, presented on "Academic/Research Blogging & Social Media to Amplify Your Work." Read more | Video

Vaccine to Prevent Mother to Child Hep B
CTSI K Scholar Ai Kubu is the lead author of a recent study published in the *Annals of Internal Medicine* on the elimination of hepatitis B during a baby's first six months in life through vaccinations. Read more

Research & Scholarly Activity Festival Wrap Up
- UCSF’s first electronic poster session "ePosterpalooza!" was a success. Read more
- The UCSF Multidisciplinary Resident Research Symposium has its highest turnout. Read more

Research Data Browser Launch
The Research Data Browser was launched on June 10th at UCSF Informatics Day. This interactive, online tool allows you to explore APeX Data in a self-service manner. Search de-identified patient records, find results, and export the data to an Excel or CSV flat file for patient demographics, encounters, diagnosis, medications, labs, procedures and more. Learn more

CTSI News
- Active Open Proposal opportunity: [CTSI Demonstration Projects - Help Shape CTSI's 2016 NIH Grant Proposal - Open Improvement Phase through 6/22. See here]
- *The New York Times* includes Eleni Linos, MD, CTSI K Scholar & assistant professor at UCSF's School of Medicine in "FDA Announces Stricter Rules on Tanning Beds." Read more
- TODAY: Informatics Day at UCSF! Leveraging Clinical Data for Research on 6/10, 9am-5pm. Join us
- [Summer Clinical Research Workshop - Topics: Designing Clinical Research, Introduction to Statistical Computing,]
Database Management for Clinical Research, and Building a Career in Clinical Research. Apply by 6/16

- Resident Research Funding Program - up to $2,000 per academic year. Apply by 6/16
- 8th Annual CTSI Retreat on 7/22. RSVP & Details here

Other News, Events

- Join the ARI/CTSI/Global Health team in this year's AIDS Walk on 7/20! Can't attend? Consider sponsoring a walker. Learn more
- Check out the latest campus news, faculty blog posts & more at Inside UCSF!

Tracking CTSI's Progress
Dashboard | Infographics

CTSI Research Navigation Services
Get help finding research resources and information.

Cite CTSI
Help us support your research. Please cite our grant in all publications supported by CTSI, and comply with NIH Public Access Policy.
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